**ELEVATION**

100X100MM Pinewood fixed to a 200x200mm pinewood base. All pinewood to be well seasoned & be treated with a soft brown stain. Flamingo Dulux 30yr to have a 10 year warranty

- Dulux 30yr 20/595
- Rose bouquet
- Dulux 50rr 51/109
- Rose orchard
- Dulux 50rr 29/198

Pinewood horizontal supports, pinewood to be stained in colours

4MM THK Powder coated metal with the top edge half circle rounded

**NOTE:** Copyright designs shown are retained by Sheran Henry Associates and authority is required for any reproduction. All dimensions must be checked & co-related with the structural drawings and any ambiguity shall be immediately brought to the notice of the architects before commencement of work.
CURTAIN WALL PARTITION

12mm thk tempered glass
2"x4" AL black powder coated cross sections
Natural anodized bronzed Al frame
8mm thk Tempered glass
S.S. Curved handle Sample approved
Door lock Sample approved.

NOTE: Copyright designs shown are retained by Sheran Henry Associates and authority is required for any reproduction. All dimensions must be checked & co-related with the structural drawings and any ambiguity shall be immediately brought to the notice of the architects before commencement of work.
50x100MM Pinewood partition

Horizontal steel bar to connect and support the fence

Every 2' flange to the floor, the flange to be SHAP and fixed firmly to the floor using steel anchor bolts. The edges of the flange to be well rounded and child proof.

NOTE: Copyright designs shown are retained by Sheran Henry Associates and authority is required for any reproduction. All dimensions must be checked & co-related with the structural drawings and any ambiguity shall be immediately brought to the notice of the architects before commencement of work.
Every 2' flange to the floor, the flange to be 9"x9" and fixed firmly to the floor using steel anchor bolts, the edges of the flange to be well rounded and child proof.

The partition to hold the 2"x4" to protrude out 90mm and to have a recessed nut and bolt in both directions to hold the vertical firmly.
A PLAN

One opening to be an operable window for the gully sucker to access the manholes. This to have locks at higher level where children cannot reach.

B EXTERIOR WALL PARTITION

12mm thick tempered glass. S/S fixing accessories to be included. The S/S framed to be recessed in to the brick walls and hidden so only the glass can be seen.

225mm thick brick wall with smooth finished plaster ('conflow' added) on both sides. This to be painted with master pallet paint.

The top lintel to have a 1" x 1" drip ledge.

The bottom frame to be exposed and the plaster to slope outwards.

ELEVATION - A

Note = Internal and the external walls to be painted with 5 CIC 5 coat.

The bottom sill of the opening to slope outwards by 6" and this to be waterproofed.
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NOTE : Copyright designs shown are retained by Sheran Henry Associates and authority is required for any reproduction. All dimensions must be checked & co-related with the structural drawings and any ambiguity shall be immediately brought to the notice of the architect before commencement of work.
12mm thick tempered glass. S/S fixing accessories to be included.
The S/S framed to be recessed into the brick walls and hidden so only the glass can be seen.

225mm thick brick wall with smooth finished plaster ('conflow' added) on both sides. This to be painted with master pallet paint.

The bottom frame to be exposed and the plaster to slope outwards.

One opening to be a openable window for the gully sucker to access the man holes. This to have locks at higher level where children cannot reach.

The top lintel to have a 1"x1" drip ledge

Note: Internal and the external walls to be painted with 5 COC 5 coat.
The bottom sill of the opening to slope outwards by 6" and this to be waterproofed.
OUTDOOR PLAY AREA FENCE

75 MM THK Timber decking material made out of rubber pulp from JAT Holdings, fixed to a GI box section hot dip galvanized frame work which fitted to the ground.

The vertical supports to the ground to be 2' deep and embedded in a 12"x12" block of concrete.

Note - Please make sure that no sharp edges that can injure small children. This must be childproof.

All nuts and bolts to be sample approved, S.S and recessed.